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1. Introduction
When emergency situations like natural disasters or terrorist attacks happen, demand in
telecommunication networks will go up drastically, causing congestion in the networks. Due
to the local nature of most disaster events, this kind of congestion is usually most serious at
access networks, which is of special concern for cellular networks. With serious congestion in
the cellular networks, it is very difficult for customers to obtain access to services. It might be
possible to use reserved spectrum for national security and emergency preparedness (NS/EP)
customers, such as with police and fire radio systems. However, capacity may be limited.
Also, the deployment of additional equipment takes time and could not address the urgent
need for communications quick enough.
On the other hand, publicly available wireless communication capabilities are pervasive
and always ready to use. It would be very beneficial if NS/EP customers could use the
commercially available wireless systems to respond to natural and man-made disasters
(Carlberg et. al., 2005).
For several years, but especially in response to the events of September 11, 2001, the U.S.
government and the wireless telecommunications industry have worked together to specify
a technically and politically feasible solution to the needs of homeland security for priority
access and enhanced session completion. This has resulted in definition of an end-to-end
solution for national security and emergency preparedness sessions called the Wireless
Priority Service (WPS) defined in the Wireless Priority Service Full Operating Capability
(WPS FOC) by the FCC (FCC, 2000), (National Communications System, 2002), (National
Communications System, 2003). First-responders, NS/EP leadership, and key staff are able
to use this capability in public cellular networks.
To support emergency services in public cellular networks, NS/EP users should be identified
and provided better guaranteed services than general customers. When NS/EP customers
present access codes and have been authorized to use the emergency service, special admission
control policies are employed in the base station to make sure their session requests get better
admission. Proper methods are also deployed in the core network to provide end-to-end
service for NS/EP users.
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The basic requirement on the special admission control policies is that better admission of NS/EP
customers, including both high admission probability and quick access, should be guaranteed.
However, as the main purpose of public cellular networks is also to provide services for
public customers, certain resources should be ensured for public users even when there are
high demands of spectrum resources from NS/EP users at the same time. For this reason,
we can say that NS/EP traffic has “conditional priority” — the resources allocated for the
NS/EP customers must be balanced with the demand of public users. If NS/EP traffic is
light, low blocking probability for them should be guaranteed; if NS/EP traffic becomes
unexpectedly heavy, then public traffic should be protected through guaranteeing a certain
amount of resources for public use.
In this Chapter, important parameters for NS/EP and public customers are first identified.
Three candidate admission control policies are then analyzed , with two types that provide
high system utilization evaluated and compared in detail. Each control policy has significant
benefits and drawbacks with neither one clearly superior, so guidelines are provided for
choosing best schemes that are suitable to each operator and social context.
2. Important performance metrics
There are different possible admission control strategies for providing emergency services in
public cellular networks. The important performance metrics that should be considered in
evaluating these strategies include: system utilization, admission probability of public and
NS/EP customers, access waiting time, and termination probability.
2.1 System utilization
System utilization is a measurement of the usage of system resources, like the spectrum
resources in a cellular network. In normal situations, system utilization directly determines
the revenues of the operators. The higher the system utilization, the higher the revenues the
operators will obtain.
Since disasters are mostly unexpected and only happen occasionally, whenwe are considering
possible admission control strategies, we need to make sure they can help get maximum
system utilization while providing priority services to NS/EP users.
2.2 Admission of NS/EP and public traffic
Priority treatment for NS/EP traffic gives high probability of admission when demand is not
extremely high (for example, less than 25% of a cell’s capacity). Operators will set a threshold
for expected NS/EP load, and will admit sessions with high probability if demand stays
within those bounds.
As an effective measurement on whether public customers are well protected in case of
high NS/EP traffic, channel occupancy of public traffic is used, which measures the average
amount of channel resources utilized. For example, (Nyquetek, 2002) points out that it has
been agreed by government and operators that at least 75% of channel resources should be
guaranteed for public use. To achieve this goal, flexible admission control strategies should
be employed to cope with different load cases.
2.3Waiting time
Queueing based methods, where session requests are put into queues so that they will be
served when system resources are available later, are very common in admission control
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2.2 Admission of NS/EP and public traffic
strategies since they are effective in increasing the utilization of systems. However, this
means that some customers will inevitably wait some time before being allocated a channel
to start their sessions. The access waiting time experienced by customers, which decides the
customer satisfaction, is another important metric used to evaluate the quality of service in
telecommunication systems.
For NS/EP customers, long waiting for admission is unreasonable due to the urgent need of
saving life and property. An ideal admission control policy should cause minimum or even
no waiting for NS/EP customers.
2.4 Session termination probability
Session termination probability is concerned with reasons why a session might be terminated
before it is able to be completed. This might occur because of a failed handoff or a hard
preemption.
In a cellular network, a commonly agreed upon standard is that terminating an ongoing
session is much worse than blocking a new attempt. This is why channels are often reserved
for handoff traffic in cellular networks. However, the cost is that the system utilization
can be sacrificed. This is a dilemma also encountered in emergency situations: should we
try to guarantee few ongoing public sessions are terminated, or should we make higher
system utilization more important so that we can admit more NS/EP sessions? Different
operators might have different opinions on this issue. However, this also reminds us that
some termination of sessions, especially if this is rare, might be acceptable during specific
situations like when disasters happen.
3. Candidate admission control strategies
The admission control policies discussed in this paper are all load based. This means that
admission is based onwhether the new sessionwill make the load on the system too high. The
appropriateness of this load based admission control model for a 3G/4G network is discussed
in Section 6.
3.1 Reservation based strategies
To guarantee certain resources for a special class of traffic, reservation strategies (Guerin,
1988) are often used in cellular networks; one example is guard channel policies to hold back
resources for handoffs. The main idea of a reservation based strategy is that it limits the
amount of sessions that can be admitted for some classes to hold back resources in case other
classes need them. The benefit is that the high priority traffic could use specially reserved
resources, thus achieving better admission. Yet the disadvantage is that the reserved resources
can be wasted if the high priority traffic is not as high as expected, while the low priority traffic
is probably suffering blocking. As discussed previously in section 2.1, the spectrum resources
are especially valuable when disasters happen, so reserving channels for NS/EP traffic will
probably cause waste of resources since NS/EP traffic volume is hard to predict. This is why
the strategies employing reservation schemes (including guard channel policy (Guerin, 1988)
and upper limit strategy (Beard & Frost, 2001)) are not as useful in public cellular networks
that support emergency services.
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3.2 Pure queueing based strategies
For a pure queueing based policy, all classes of traffic can have their own queues or shared
queues. Session requests that cannot get immediate service will be put into queues. When
system resources become available, session requests in the queueswill be scheduled according
to some specific rule to determine which queue gets served next. Since pure queueing
based strategies will try to serve customers waiting in the queues whenever system resources
become available, the newly released resources will be immediately taken and thus guarantee
no waste of a system’s capability.
In a pure queueing based scheme, both NS/EP traffic and public originating traffic can
be put into separate queues. When channels become available, these two queues will be
served according to a certain probability (Zhou & Beard, 2010), or using round-robin style
scheduling (Nyquetek, 2002). For the formerwork, the scheme is called Adaptive Probabilistic
Scheduling (APS). The latter work byNyquetek Inc. evaluated a series of pure queueing based
methods, with a representative one being the Public Use Reservation with Queuing All Calls
(PURQ-AC).
3.3 Preemption based strategies
As opposed to pure queueing based strategies, preemption based strategies allow high
priority customers to take resources away from ongoing low priority sessions. Preempted
sessions can be put into a queue so that they can be resumed later, hopefully after a very
short time. It can be shown that preemption strategies can even obtain slightly higher system
utilization than pure queueing strategies.
The largest benefit of preemption based strategies is that they can guarantee immediate access
and assure the admission of NS/EP traffic. However, an uncontrolled preemption strategy
tends to use up all channel resources and will be against the goal to protect public traffic.
Furthermore, it can be annoying to preempted users. Due to these side effects, in some places
like the United States it is not currently allowed, even though allowed in other places.
In (Zhou & Beard, 2009), a controlled preemption strategy was presented to suppress these
side effects while exploiting the unique benefits. When the resources occupied by the NS/EP
sessions surpass a threshold, preemption will be prohibited. By tuning the preemption
threshold, the channel occupancy for each class can be adjusted as we prefer.
4. Analysis for the admission control schemes
The adaptive probabilistic scheduling (APS) scheme and the preemption threshold based
scheduling (PTS) scheme can be both analyzed using multiple dimensional Markov chains.
The main performance metrics, including admission and success probability, waiting time,
and termination probability can be computed.
The main types of sessions considered are emergency sessions, public handoff sessions and
public originating sessions. As shown in (Nyquetek, 2002), the current WPS is provided only
for leadership and key staff, so it is reasonable to assume that most emergency users will be
stationary within a disaster area. Handoff for emergency sessions is not considered here, but
this current framework can be readily extended to deal with emergency handoff traffic when
necessary.
Strictly speaking, the distributions of session durations, inter-arrival time, and the length
of customer’s patience are probably not exponentially distributed. As shown in (Jedrzycki
& Leung, 1996), the channel holding times in cellular networks can be modeled much
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more accurately using the lognormal distribution. Consult (Mitchell et. al., 2001) where
Matrix-Exponential distributions can be added to standard Markov chains like the one here to
model virtually any arrival or service process. However, in reality the exponential distribution
assumption for sessions is still mostly used, both in analysis-based study like (Tang & Li,
2006), and simulation-based study like Nyquetek’s report (Nyquetek, 2002). For this work,
similar to what is used widely and also assumed in (Nyquetek, 2002), all session durations
and inter-arrival times are independently, identically, and exponentially distributed.
4.1 Adaptive probabilistic scheduling
In (FCC, 2000), the FCC provided recommendations and rules regarding the provision of the
Priority Access Service to public safety personnel by commercial providers. It required that
“at all times a reasonable amount of CMRS (Commercial Mobile Radio Service) spectrum
is made available for public use." To meet the FCC’s requirements, when emergency traffic
demand is under a certain “protection threshold”, high priority should be given to emergency
traffic; when the emergency traffic is extremely high so that it can take most or all of the radio
resources, a corresponding strategy should be taken to avoid the starvation of public traffic
by guaranteeing a certain amount of radio resources will be used by public. The “protection
threshold” can be decided by each operator and thus is changeable. So our strategy should
be able to deal with the above requirement for any “protection threshold” value; this is why
we introduce an adaptive probabilistic scheduling strategy instead of fixed scheduling like in
(Nyquetek, 2002).
4.1.1 Description and modeling of APS
Channels
PriorityλHo
λEmg
λOrg
Ps
1− Ps
Fig. 1. Probabilistic scheduling
The basic APS scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the figure, λEmg,λHo,λOrg represent the
arrival rate of emergency, public handoff, and public originating sessions respectively. When
an incoming session fails to find free channels, it is put into a corresponding queue if the
queue is not full. To reduce the probability of dropped sessions, the handoff sessions are
assigned a non-preemptive priority over the other two classes of traffic. Note that when a
disaster happens, it is uncommon for general people (who generate public traffic) to move
into a disaster area. Thus, the handoff traffic into a disaster area will not be high, so setting
the public handoff traffic as the highest priority will not make emergency traffic starve. If
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Fig. 2. State Diagram for Probabilistic Scheduling Scheme
there is no session waiting in the handoff queue when a channel is freed, a session will be
randomly chosen from either the emergency queue or public originating queue according to
the scheduling probability already set. The scheduling probability for emergency traffic is
denoted as Ps. The algorithm to decide Ps for different cases will be introduced in Section
4.1.3. The queues are finite and customers can be impatient when waiting in the queue, so
blocking and expiration are possible.
A 3-D Markov chain can be built to model the behavior of the three classes of traffic as
shown in Fig. 2. Here the total number of channels is C, and the queue lengths are L1, L2, L3
individually. Each state is identified as (n, i, j, k), where n is the number of channels used,
i, j, k is the number of sessions in handoff queue, emergency queue, and public originating
queue respectively. The arrival rate for handoff, emergency and originating sessions is λHo,
λEmg , λOrg, and the service rate for all sessions is µ. The expiration times of all three classes of
sessions are exponentially distributed with rates µexp,ho, µexp,emg and µexp,org respectively.
The probabilistic scheduling policy is implemented using a parameter Ps, which is the
probability that an emergency session will be scheduled when a channel becomes free. This
can be seen in Fig. 2, for example, where the part of the departure rates from state (C,0,L2,L3)
that relate to scheduling are either PsCµ or (1− Ps)Cµ for choosing to service an emergency
or public session respectively.
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We can see that the Markov chain in Fig. 2 does not have a product form solution. This is
because the boundary (first layer) is not product form due to the probabilistic scheduling. So
state probabilities will be obtained by solving the global balance equations from this Markov
chain directly.
It is worthy to mention that the Markov chain size in Fig. 2 is L1L2L3 states, thus it is not
affected by the number of channels. Since the queue size employed does not need to be
large (like 5) due to the reneging effect of customers waiting in the queue, the computational
complexity of this Markov chain is lower than the preemption threshold strategy in (Zhou &
Beard, 2009), which has aMarkov chain of size CL1L2. Note that a typical value of C is around
50.
4.1.2 Performance evaluation
With the state probabilities solved, performance metrics can be computed for blocking,
expiration and total loss probability, admission probability, average waiting time, and channel
occupancy for each class.
In this system, the loss for each class of traffic consists of two parts: those sessions that are
blocked when the arrivals find the queue full; and those sessions reneged (also called expired)
when waiting too long in each queue. So we have: PLoss = PB + PExp for each class of traffic.
(1) Blocking probability
Blocking for each class of traffic happens when the corresponding queue is full. Thus,
PB,ho = ∑
L2
j=0 ∑
L3
k=0 P(C, L1, j, k) (1)
PB,emg = ∑
L1
i=0 ∑
L3
k=0 P(C, i, L2, k) (2)
PB,org = ∑
L1
i=0 ∑
L2
j=0 P(C, i, j, L3) (3)
(2) Expiration Probability
At a state (C, i, j, k), the arrival rates for each class are λHo, λEmg , λOrg, and the expiration rates
for each class are iµexp,ho, jµexp,emg, kµexp,org independently. The probability of expiration is
the ratio of departures due to expiration per unit time (expiration rate) over arrivals per unit
time (arrival rate). Thus, we can find the overall expiration probability just based on the steady
state probability, the expiration rate, and the arrival rate at each state as follows:
PExp,ho =
L1
∑
i=1
L2
∑
j=0
L3
∑
k=0
P(C, i, j, k)
iµexp,ho
λHo
(4)
PExp,emg =
L1
∑
i=0
L2
∑
j=1
L3
∑
k=0
P(C, i, j, k)
jµexp,emg
λEmg
(5)
PExp,org =
L1
∑
i=0
L2
∑
j=1
L3
∑
k=0
P(C, i, j, k)
kµexp,org
λOrg
(6)
(3) System utilization and channel occupancy
The channels are not fully used when there are still free channels available. When there are
n channels being used, that means C − n channels are idle, and the total portion of channels
unused is thus C−nC . So the system utilization can be calculated by considering those portion
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of channels unused at those possible states:
SysUtil = 1−
C−1
∑
n=0
(C − n)P(n, 0, 0, 0)
C
(7)
We define “channel occupancy” as the proportion of channels occupied by each class of
traffic. Channel occupancy is an important metric to measure whether the public traffic is
well protected when emergency traffic is heavy. After the system utilization is obtained, with
the assumption that each class of session has the same average session duration, the channel
occupancy of each class can be calculated by comparing the admitted traffic of each class. The
total admitted traffic rate is: λadm,tot = λHo(1− PB,ho) + λEmg(1− PB,emg) + λOrg(1− PB,org).
Thus, we have:
ChOcpho =
λHo(1− PB,ho)
λadm,tot
SysUtil (8)
ChOcpemg =
λEmg(1− PB,emg)
λadm,tot
SysUtil (9)
ChOcporg =
λOrg(1− PB,org)
λadm,tot
SysUtil (10)
(4) Waiting time
Sessions waiting in the queue could be patient enough to wait until the next channel becomes
available, or become impatient and leave the queue before being served.
If a customer needs to be put into a queue before being served or reneging, the average time
staying in the queue (irrespective of being eventually served or not) can be calculated using
Little’s law: T =
Nq
λ(1−PB)
. Note that the effective arrival rate at each queue is λ(1− PB), and
the average queue length for each class is Nq. The mean queue length for each class can be
calculated based on the steady states we compute, so we have:
Tho =
L1
∑
i=0
L2
∑
j=0
L3
∑
k=0
iP(C, i, j, k)
λHo(1− PB,ho)
(11)
Temg =
L1
∑
i=0
L2
∑
j=0
L3
∑
k=0
jP(C, i, j, k)
λEmg(1− PB,emg)
(12)
Torg =
L1
∑
i=0
L2
∑
j=0
L3
∑
k=0
kP(C, i, j, k)
λOrg(1− PB,org)
(13)
4.1.3 The adaptive probabilistic scheduling algorithm
With main performance metrics like channel occupancies computed, an algorithm for
searching the best value of PS can be obtained.
Denote the “system capacity” as the largest possible throughput of the cell. In other words, it
is the total service rate of the cell - Cµ.
Using dynamic probabilistic scheduling, the scheduling probability for emergency traffic
when there is a channel available can be adjusted according to the different arrival rates for
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each class of traffic. The algorithm to find the scheduling probability for emergency traffic Ps
is:
Algorithm 1: Determining the scheduling probability
Step 1: Set the initial value of Ps to 1, which means giving absolute priority to emergency
traffic as opposed to public originating traffic.
Step 2: Solving the Markov chain, get the general representation about channel occupancies
using equations (8) - (10) . With the current PS value applied, if the channel occupancy of
public traffic is already higher than 75%, that means the emergency traffic obviously does not
affect the performance of public traffic, and thus can be accepted, stop here. Otherwise go to
step 3 to search for the suitable weighting parameter.
Step 3: Use a binary search method to search for the best weighting parameter: Let Ps = 1/2,
calculate the channel occupancy of public traffic using the general representation obtained in
step 2. If it is larger than the required value, search the right half space [1/2, 1]; otherwise
search the left half space [0, 1/2]. Repeat step 3 until the suitable Ps that meets the channel
occupancy requirement of public traffic is found.
4.2 Preemption threshold based scheduling
4.2.1 Description and modeling of PTS
The preemption threshold based scheduling scheme (PTS) is illustrated in Fig. 3. When
an incoming emergency session fails to find free capacity, and if the number of active
emergency sessions is less than the preemption threshold, it will preempt resources from
a randomly picked ongoing public session. The preempted session will be put into the
handoff/preempted session queue. For an arriving public handoff session, it will also be
buffered in the handoff/preempted session queue when no capacity is immediately available.
Correspondingly, there is also an originating session queue, which is further helpful for
preventing starvation of public traffic. If an incoming emergency session fails to find free
resources to preempt, it will simply be dropped.
We suggest not to have a buffer for emergency users for two reasons: (1) Make sure there is
no access delay for emergency sessions; (2) Guarantee the public traffic has enough system
resources when emergency traffic is very heavy. If emergency traffic is queued in this case,
public traffic could not be well protected even if preemption is not allowed. The reason that
we use the same buffer for handoff and preempted sessions is that both of these two types
of sessions are broken sessions, so they have the same urgency to be resumed. More precise
configuration like using two different buffers is possible, but will not be obviously beneficial.
In fact, it will make the implementation and analysis more time consuming, because it will
have a much larger Markov chain state space.
When capacity becomes available later, one session from the queues is served. A
priority queue based scheduling policy will be used, and it is reasonable to assume that
handoff/preempted sessions have higher priority over the originating sessions. The queues
are finite and customers can be impatient when waiting in the queue, so blocking and
expiration are possible.
Since customers have different patience, it is reasonable to assume their impatience behavior
to be random rather than deterministic like assumed in Nyquetek’s study. We assume that
the expiration times of traffic in the same queue are exponentially and identically distributed,
and the patience of a customer is the same after each preemption.
If session durations are memoryless (i.e., exponentially distributed), this means that if at any
point a session is interrupted, the remaining service time is still exponential with the same
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Emergency
Calls
Public
Calls
Preemption
Threshold
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Fig. 3. Preemption threshold based scheduling
average service time as when it began. It is, therefore, reasonable to model a restarted session
as a renewal process. In other words, the preempted sessionwill be restartedwith re-sampling
of the exponential random variable (Conway et. al., 1967).
Same as for the APS scheme, the total number of channels is denoted as C. The length
of the handoff/preempted queue is L1 and the length of originating queue is L2, and the
preemption threshold is R. Each state is identified as (i, j,m, n), where i, j is the number of
channels occupied by emergency and public sessions respectively, m, n represents the number
of sessions in the handoff/preempted session queue and the public originating session queue
individually. The arrival rates for emergency, handoff, and originating sessions are λEmg , λHo,
λOrg respectively. The mean expiration rates for sessions waiting in the handoff/preempted
queue and originating queue are denoted as µ
ho/prm
exp and µ
org
exp. To facilitate analysis, the
average service rate for each class is assumed to be the same and denoted as µ. This also
means that the session duration in a single cell is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ,
whether the session ends in this cell or is handed off to another cell. A Markov chain can
be formed, and the state probabilities can be obtained by solving the following categories of
balance equations:
(1) When the channels are not full, the typical state transition is shown in Fig. 4. Since the
queues are empty in this case, in the notation we replace P(i, j, 0, 0) with P(i, j) for simplicity.
The corresponding balance equation is:
P(i, j)(λEmg + λHo + λOrg + (i + j)µ)
= P(i − 1, j)λEmg + P(i, j − 1)(λHo + λOrg)
+P(i, j + 1)(j + 1)µ + P(i + 1, j)(i + 1)µ. (14)
For the states on the edge, some terms of this equation will disappear.
(2) When the channels are full, queueing is involved, the typical state transition is shown in
Fig. 5. The corresponding balance equation is:
P(i,C − i,m, n)(λEmg + λHo + λOrg + Cµ + mµ
ho/prm
exp + nµ
org
exp)
= P(i − 1,C − i + 1,m − 1, n)λEmg + P(i,C − i,m − 1, n)λHo
+P(i,C − i,m, n − 1)λOrg + P(i + 1,C − i − 1,m + 1, n)(i + 1)µ
+P(i,C − i,m + 1, n)((C − i)µ + (m + 1)µ
ho/prm
exp ) + P(i,C − i,m, n + 1)(n + 1)µ
org
exp) (15)
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Fig. 4. The typical state change when channels are non-full
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nµ
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Fig. 5. The typical state change when channels are full and i < R
Note that when i ≥ R, no preemption will be allowed, which will make the terms involving
λEmg disappear.
With the practical consideration of expiration and preemption threshold, a product form
solution for the equilibrium equations has not been found. Since we have limited the system
to one buffer for handoff and preempted sessions, the computation requires operations on a
matrix with size CL1L2, which means it depends on the number of channels and the size of the
two buffers. Note that as pointed out in (Nyquetek, 2002), the buffer size need not be long (=5)
because the effect will not be obvious after a certain point. Due to this fact, the computation is
feasible.
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Fig. 6. Probability flow for low priority sessions
4.2.2 Performance evaluation
With the state probabilities solved, performance metrics, including average channel
occupancy and the success probability, i.e., probability of finishing normally without expiring
or dropping for each class can be obtained and will be shown in this subsection. Computation
of related parameters, like admission probability, blocking probability of each class, the
expiration probability of sessions in each queue, and preemption probability for a low priority
session given that it is admitted, has been provided by (Zhou & Beard, 2006).
(1) System utilization and channel occupancy
Similar to the APS scheme, the system utilization can be computed by considering those
portion of unused channels at all possible states:
SysUtil = 1−
C−1
∑
n=1
n
∑
i=0
(C − n)P(i, n − i, 0, 0)
C
(16)
The channel occupancies for emergency traffic and public traffic can also be computed based
on steady states:
ChOcpEmg = ∑Cn=1 ∑
n
i=1 ∑
L1
k=0 ∑
L2
l=0
iP(i,n−i,k,l)
C (17)
ChOcpPub = ∑Cn=1 ∑
n
j=1 ∑
L1
k=0 ∑
L2
l=0
jP(n−j,j,k,l)
C (18)
(2) Probability flow of low priority sessions
In Fig. 6, the probability flow of low priority sessions is shown. In the frame, “F” means failed,
“S” means successful.
A session can be preempted multiple times, and with the renewal process assumption on
resumed sessions, the number of preemption times will not affect the preemption probability
of a session. Thus the number of preemption times is geometrically distributed with:
Pr(Preempted n times) = PPrm(1− A)A
n−1, n = 1, 2, ... (19)
Here A = PPrm(1− P
Prm
Drp )(1− P
Prm
Exp ) is the probability for a session to stay active; (1− A) is
the probability that the session ends (succeeds, expires or is blocked after being preempted).
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PPrmDrp is the probability for a preempted session to be dropped (due to a full queue) after
being preempted, and PPrmExp is the expiration probability for sessions waiting in the preempted
session queue.
Thus the expected value of preempted times is PPrm1−A , or expressed in the form of preemption
and expiration probability:
PrmTimes =
PPrm
1− PPrm(1− P
Prm
Exp )P
Prm
Drp
(20)
(3) Success probability
For emergency sessions, all of the admitted sessions will be successfully finished, thus
providing high dependability since they cannot be pre-empted. This kind of dependability
cannot be assured for low priority sessions.
According to Fig. 6 we can compute the success probability given a session is admitted, which
is denoted as PSGA: for an admitted session, it will succeed only if it does not expire and is not
blocked after being preempted. Note that PS = 1− PPrm, we have:
PSGA = PS
∞
∑
i=0
(PPrm(1− P
Prm
Drp )(1− P
Prm
Exp ))
i
=
(1− PPrm)
1− PPrm(1− P
Prm
Drp )(1− P
Prm
Exp )
(21)
The successful finishing probabilities are decided by PSGA and the corresponding admission
probabilities :
PHoSucc = P
Ho
AdmPSGA (22)
P
Org
Succ = P
Org
AdmPSGA (23)
5. Comparison of main admission control policies
In this Section, comparisons among the APS scheme (Zhou & Beard, 2010), the PURQ-AC
scheme (Nyquetek, 2002), and the PTS scheme (Zhou & Beard, 2009) are provided. The main
performance metrics considered include the achievable channel occupancy of public traffic,
success probability, waiting time, and termination probability for each class of traffic.
The main parameters are: the number of channels in a cell is 50, and the average duration
for each session is 100 seconds, so the maximum load that the system can process, called
system capacity, is Cµ = 0.5 sessions/second = 30 sessions/minute. The load of public
handoff traffic is 6 sessions/minute (20% of system capacity). Same as the parameters used in
Nyquetek’s report (Nyquetek, 2002), the average impatience times for handoff and originating
traffic are both 5 seconds, and for emergency traffic it is 28 seconds, while the buffer sizes for
all three queues are 5.
5.1 Comparison of achievable channel occupancy
As pointed out in (Nyquetek, 2002), the resource guarantee for public users is implemented
through achieving at least 75% channel occupancy for public traffic. To evaluate whether all
three schemes can achieve this goal, two different loads of emergency traffic are studied.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of achievable channel occupancy for public traffic - Emergency traffic =
30% system capacity
When the load of emergency traffic is at 30% of the system capacity as shown in Fig. 7, all
three schemes can guarantee at least 75% for public use if the load of the originating traffic
is higher than the engineered system capacity. However, it can be seen that PURQ-AC will
achieve even more than 75% when the public traffic is even higher. Although this protects
the benefit of public traffic well, it does not achieve the guaranteed goal (25%) for emergency
traffic.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of achievable channel occupancy for public traffic - Emergency traffic =
160% system capacity
Fig. 8 shows an extreme case: the emergency traffic is unexpectedly high at 160% of the system
load. When the public traffic is not heavy enough, the PURQ-AC policy cannot guarantee 75%
of channel occupancy for public traffic (also shown in Nyquetek (2002), Fig. 3-7). Actually, the
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75% goal is not achieved until the originating traffic is 5 times of the system capacity. When the
load of public originating traffic is at 100% of the system load, only 58% of channel resources
are used for public traffic. In contrast, the APS scheme can achieve the goal with much lower
load, at 1.5 times of the system capacity. If the originating traffic is even lower, the APS scheme
can still guarantee higher channel occupancy for public traffic than what PURQ-AC can do.
The PTS strategy is even better for lower load. In summary, the APS scheme can can protect both
public and emergency traffic more effectively than the PURQ-AC strategy. The PTS scheme could
be even better than the APS in this aspect.
It is worthy to note that Nyquetek also recommended a ”super count” scheme (similar to a
leaky bucket scheme) to give the low load traffic better guarantees to be scheduled according
to the 1/4 rule, which has been incorporated in the simulations that generate the results in
Figs. 7 and 8. The main reason behind the above difference is that, with 1/4 scheduling,
75% of channel occupancy for public traffic is hard to be guaranteed with PURQ-AC
because some factors, such as different impatience times for each class of customers, are not
considered in (Nyquetek, 2002). For example, very short impatience times (5 seconds) in the
originating traffic queue will cause a lot of customers to drop their sessions before a channel
is available, thus leading to much smaller effective amounts of originating traffic to compete
with emergency traffic. In contrast, the adaptive probabilistic scheduling and the preemption
threshold methods are dynamic and can consider the effects of these factors and still achieve
the desired channel occupancies.
5.2 Success probability for each class
As another main goal, admission of emergency traffic should be guaranteed when its volume
is not unexpectedly high. To compare the effectiveness of the preemption threshold strategy
and PURQ-AC in this aspect, the achieved success probability of emergency traffic and
handoff traffic is shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the APS scheme is better than the
PURQ-AC policy, and the PTS scheme is even better. APS is better than PURQ-AC because
the emergency traffic can be given higher priority through a higher PS value when the public
traffic is comparatively high.
5.3Waiting time
When the PTS scheme is applied, emergency traffic need not wait before being admitted. But
for APS and PURQ-AC, emergency customers have to wait before being admitted. As shown
in Fig. 10, the APS scheme can cause obviously lower waiting time than the PURQ-AC scheme
when the emergency traffic load is moderate.
For the originating traffic, the waiting time in the APS scheme is almost the same as the PTS
scheme, and is obviously lower than PURQ-AC (Fig. 11).
From the comparisons in Fig. 10-11 it can be concluded that the APS scheme is obviously
better than the PURQ-AC method in terms of waiting time since it has lower access time for
both emergency users and public users. The PTS scheme is again better than any of other two
strategies.
5.4 Termination probability
As can be seen from the above comparisons, the PTS strategy is almost always the best in terms
of achievable channel occupancy for public traffic, success probability for each class, and the
waiting time. However, it has a significant downside: public sessions in this scheme can be
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terminated due to preemption. In Fig. 12 the termination probability of public originating
traffic is shown for the same scenarios considered above. For most load cases, the termination
probability of public traffic for the PTS scheme is around 10%. In contrast, the queueing and
scheduling based strategies APS and PURQ-AC obviously do not have such a problem. This
shortcoming of the preemption based strategy is the main reason that it is not allowed in the
current WPS in the United States, regardless of its other benefits.
6. Extension of the load based model to 3G/4G systems
The admission control policies discussed in this chapter are assumed to be load based. This
means that admission is based on whether the new session will make the load surpass the
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capacity of the system. The load is usually measured by the number of users in a 2G system.
With multiple access schemes like CDMA, WCDMA, OFDMA applied, one main difference is
that interference rather than the number of users can be the main factor to be considered for
the admission control problem in a 3G/4G system.
With a CDMA based access scheme, admission can be done indirectly by setting an
interference-based criteria, for example a limit on CDMA Rise over Thermal (RoT), then
determining ahead of time the loadwhere a new sessionwould cause the system to exceed the
interference limit. In fact, as pointed out in (Ishikawa & Umeda, 1997), load based admission
control is still suitable. In their analysis for what they call number-based CAC, the interference
threshold is transferred into the maximum acceptable number of users. Then the blocking rate
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(measured grade of service) and the outage probability of communication quality (measured
quality of service) are evaluated. The numerical results show that the number-based CAC
and the interference-based CAC agree well with each other. They concluded that load-based
admission is preferred because of its simplicity and ease of implementation, although
interference based admission has the advantage that the threshold value has less sensitivity to
other system parameters like the propagation model, traffic distribution, or the transmission
rate.
As opposed to balancing blocking rate and outage probability of communication quality like
in (Ishikawa & Umeda, 1997), we are mainly considering the fairness in resource use between
emergency users and public users. When an emergency happens, there is much more demand
than the system can handle. No matter how we try to balance capacity and quality of service,
there is still blocking. So the capacity of the system, in terms of the maximum number of
admitted users, can be determined according to the requirements on quality of service (QoS)
only. With the capacity of the system known, the probabilistic scheduling can be tuned to
achieve ideal channel occupancies for both emergency and public traffic. Note here that we
assume the capacity is static for a period of time, but it can be recomputed if the SIR threshold
needs to be changed, for instance, due to increased interference from neighboring cells or due
to cell breathing to shift users to neighboring cells.
Another important difference is that data applications are much more common in a 3G/4G
network. Howwould load based admission control be accomplished with both voice sessions
and data sessions (emergency and public) in the same cell? Admission of voice sessions can
easily be controlled based on whether a new sessionwould go beyond the voice loading limit.
Data sessions, however, can be handled in two distinctly different ways. On the one hand,
if data sessions need some level of guaranteed QoS, they can be admitted similarly to voice
sessions, by equating a data session to a certain number of voice sessions or a certain amount
of needed bandwidth. On the other hand, service providersmay treat data sessions differently
by expecting them to use whatever is left over after the voice sessions are satisfied. For
example, in the 3G EV-DO, Rev. A standard, “HiCap” data sessions are given different power
levels and Hybrid ARQ termination targets as compared to “LoLat” voice traffic. HiCap data
traffic is expected to be able to tolerate longer packet delays and to probably use TCP to adapt
to the network congestion.
In conclusion, interference-based admission control can be converted into a load based
admission control problem. Furthermore, the elastic property of data sessions makes it
possible for us to use the same model as that of a 2G scenario. This is why we can conclude
that the schemes and modeling methods shown in this chapter is suitable for all 2G, 3G, and
4G systems.
7. Summary
Due to the special requirements of emergency traffic, the reservation based admission control
strategy is inappropriate due to its possible waste of resources when emergency situations
do not occur. Among the schemes that can guarantee high system utilizations, the dynamic
schemes like the preemption based PTS scheme and the queueing and scheduling based APS
scheme demonstrate their privileges over the static schemes like PURQ-AC. The PTS scheme
is almost always the best in the guaranteed protection of both public and emergency traffic and
in much shorter access waiting time. However, its disadvantage is possible high termination
probability. In contrast, the APS scheme is also quite good in protecting both public and
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emergency traffic, and it can still guarantee low termination probability for public sessions.
The operators can choose the strategy that suits their specific needs.
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